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Christian was born on 8 April 1818 at Gottorf Castle near the town of Schleswig in the Duchy of Schleswig as
Prince Christian of Schleswig-Holstein-Sonderburg-Beck, the fourth son of Friedrich Wilhelm, Duke of
Schleswig-Holstein-Sonderburg-Beck, and Princess Louise Caroline of Hesse-Kassel.He was named after
Prince Christian of Denmark, the later King Christian VIII, who was also his godfather.
Christian IX of Denmark - Wikipedia
The House of Estridsen, sometimes called the Estridsen or Estrith Dynasty, was the dynasty that provided
the Kings of Denmark from 1047 to 1412. The dynasty is named after its ancestor Estrid Svendsdatter.The
dynasty is sometimes called the Ulfinger, after Estrid's husband, Ulf the Earl.Their family coat of arms
became the coat of arms of Denmark
House of Estridsen - Wikipedia
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27Apr10 - PEPIS#126 - The Cult of Goldmine Sachs, bankers to Bilderberg . Goldman Sachs are the
Bilderberg's Bankers and are finally facing criminal charges. If it were me I would suspend trading, freeze all
their assets and arrest and bail the directors until evidence is forthcoming as to who did what.
PEPIS - archive - 2008 to 2010 messages on the Power Elite
@Kid. Russia â€˜stepped inâ€™ to help Syria fend of the big NATZO Armada of 2013 not 2015. That was
when Russian, Chinese and Iranian warships appeared in the Med, when the 2 US-made Israeli cruise
missiles from their German-made nuclear-ready submarine flew mysteriously off-course and plopped
harmlessly into the sea.
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